* Teams in Corec Rec or Mens Rec may have no more than two USA Softball D or above classified players on their roster.

**Women's league will use a weighted schedule (higher level teams will play each other more often.)

* Teams playing in Corec Rec or Mens Rec will be allowed **no more than two male players with a USA Softball player classification of D or higher** on the roster.

  - It is up to the manager to check on player’s classification. To check a player’s name go to tournamentusasoftball.com. Check for all permutations (Robert, Rob, Robbie, Bob, Bobbie, etc) of the player’s name.

* Will keep Tues Mens Comp in the hopes that more teams will move from Rec to Comp.

* Thursday Mens Recreational League moving to Mondays.

* Changing Thur Open to Thur Comp. Thursday Comp will still be considered the highest league.

* Teams no longer automatically move up for winning league. However if a team finishes undefeated or with just one loss moving them up will strongly be considered.

(For someone who asked, Divisions such as A and B within a league are handled differently than above. In leagues were there is a large number of teams we divide them into the two divisions based upon previous year's, rosters, etc. Where that dividing line falls may be different from year to year based upon the exact number of teams.)

* Former Corec Lower will now be called Corec Rec
* Former Corec Rec will now be called Corec Comp

* Womens League – 3 HR limit

* Womens League – 3 guest waivers per season
  - Each womens team will be allowed three guest waivers per season. To use a guest waiver the team manager must email Hsiung and Scott the day before the game. Hsiung or Scott will approve the guest waiver via email.
  - The manager must show the guest waiver to the site supervisor, the umpire, and the opposing manager before the game. Infractions will result in a forfeit.
  - Teams may not use a guest player from the team they are playing against. Infractions will result in a forfeit.
  - Each player in the womens league can only guest appear once total per season. Any player guest appearing more than once per season will be suspended and the second guest team will forfeit that game.

* Any game in which an illegal player played will be a forfeit and the player will receive a suspension. (Not really a rule change, just a reminder.)

* All Fall leagues will go to 10 games/$675.